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Introduction.
The present paper reviews the educational ideas and administration of Bishop Robert Evelyn Freeth, an Anglican clergyman who was the headmaster of Guildford Grammar School from 1928 to 1950. It is not so much for his particular impact on education in Western Australia that this study is justified, since Freeth was never a radical thinker or innovator. But he established his own school as the preeminent independent school in Western Australia during his twenty years in office, and stamped upon it a mode of operation that was closest perhaps to the traditional English public school of any Western Australian independent school of the period. Freeth also was a foundation member of the Headmasters' Conference of Australia, established in 1931.

Freeth brought to Guildford a set of traditionalist views of independent schooling that worked well until the turmoil of World War II destroyed the cultural certainties upon which they were based. Old Guildfordians from the 1930s regard their period at the school as its "golden years", a view supported by much of the historical evidence. The same could hardly be said of his later years, when the school experienced a serious decline that was not really arrested until the later 1950s. This older generation nevertheless highly respected the disciplined school associated with Freeth's administration, although his ultra conservative ideas sit uncomfortably alongside the more "progressive" thinking that became popular in the later 1930s and 1940s. Freeth was certainly out of step with the post-war generation by the time he retired, although economic circumstances during and after the war made it impossible to reassert even a respectable shadow of the system he had successfully established in the difficult depression years.

Family and Early Experience.

Robert Evelyn Freeth was born in Dublin, Ireland, on 7 April 1886, into a relatively wealthy family. His grandfather, Charles, described as a "gentleman", was a property owner in London,

The fine details of family background were provided by Robert Freeth (Synopsis of Ancestry) and gleaned also from copies of relevant birth and marriage certificates.

who sent Evelyn, Robert's father, to Eton. As the third son, however, Evelyn had to make his own way in the world as an insurance agent and later public servant with the Legacy and Succession Duty Office, which he joined in 1864. In 1870 he married Florence Thompson Oakes, daughter of a writing clerk with
the General Register Office. Evelyn moved to Dublin in 1884 as Deputy Controller, Legacy and Succession Duties for Ireland. He was promoted in 1900 to the post of Registrar of Estate Duties, returning to London in 1902 as Registrar of the Estate Duty Office, Somerset House. On retirement in 1908, Evelyn received a knighthood.

Robert, the seventh born of eight children, belonged therefore to a family that was comfortable rather than wealthy, in which a sound education served as a necessary passport into a professional career, typically in the armed services, the law and the ministry. His eldest brother, Charles, went into the army; ano
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